Shipping to a GSA Distribution Center?
Burlington, NJ or French Camp, CA

*Your order shipment should be marked in accordance with the latest Federal Standard 123H.*

*Below are basic example labels of minimum markings*

See the attached Federal-Std 123H document for additional and complete information.
UNIT PACKAGING MARKINGS EXAMPLE LABEL

8040008510211
PROTECTOR, CORRESPONDENCE
IAW IPD
8 ½” X 11” CLEAR
1 BX
U.S. ABC Co.
S. HAMPTON, PA. 18966
Date of Mfg and Expiration if required
Lot or Batch if required
Special Marking if required
INTERMEDIATE PACKAGING MARKINGS
EXAMPLE LABEL

8040008510211
PROTECTOR, CORRESPONDENCE
IAW IPD
8 ½” X 11” CLEAR
10 BX
U.S. ABC Co
S. HAMPTON, PA. 18966
WT. KG (LBS.) CU.. M ( FT)
Date of Mfg and Expiration if required
Lot or Batch if required
Special Marking if required
TRANSPORT PACKAGING MARKINGS EXAMPLE LABEL
Note: Print size shall be 3/8 inch minimum on transport box

NWP63711M

8040008510211

PROTECTOR, CORRESPONDENCE
IAW IPD
8 ½” X 11” CLEAR
20 BX
U.S. ABC Co
S. HAMPTON, PA. 18966
WT. KG (LBS.) CU. M (FT)
Date of Mfg and Expiration if required
Lot or Batch if required
Special Marking if required